Q & A Session 1

We filmed this Q&A session because some people have become paralyzed with
questions, with doubts, and with wrong teaching. They think, What about this? or What
about that? Actually, all of those questions have answers, but what’s more important is, in
spite of your questions, there is grace for you if you will receive it. There are answers, and
the answers will come, but decide to not meditate on your questions or doubts. Meditate
on the Word that we’ve been sharing, and on the promises of God. Decide to take control
of your mind and not let questions paralyze you and keep you from God’s grace.
You may know people who are asking these same questions. As you follow along with the
Q&A session, take notes on the answers so you can share them with others.

1.

If healing is for all, and we’ve explained that it is the redemptive work of the cross,
then why aren’t all healed?

2.

If God is sovereign, doesn’t He heal only who He wants to heal?

3.

How do we know that the healing mentioned in Isaiah 53 and 1 Peter 2:24 (by his
stripes we are healed), and Mark 16:18 (we should lay our hands on the sick and they
shall recover), refers to physical healing and not just spiritual healing? How do we
know this is actual physical healing?

4.

What does the Bible say regarding mental illness? What about those people who
mentally have a hard time dwelling on, or meditating on, Scripture? How can they
apply these truths to the things that they are dealing with?

5.

Didn’t healing and the other gifts pass away once the Bible was completed or when
last apostle died?
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